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The Psychology of Investing
Why do investors sometimes fall into the trap of buying high or selling low? Why do many
of us procrastinate in saving for retirement, despite knowing its importance? It turns out
that our brains are hard-wired to sometimes make decisions that aren’t always logical.
After the October 1987 stock market crash, a day in which the equity market fell 20
percent despite there being no rational economic explanation, economists started to
critically rethink their views about the fundamentals of economics. As a result, the field of
behavioural economics was born, which linked psychology with economics to show that
human behaviour can have significant effects on economic decision making.
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Behavioural economists have determined that cognitive biases often prevent individuals
from making the best decisions. This is because our brains operate in two cognitive states:
automatic and reflective. Our automatic system is uncontrolled, fast and unconscious. Our
reflective system is controlled, effortful and deductive. Behavioural biases occur when the
automatic system, often influenced by the current environment, dominates the reflective
system. This is why going grocery shopping while hungry can lead to unhealthy food
choices: our reflective system is easily overridden by a state of hunger.
When it comes to investing, human emotion drives behavioural biases. “Herd behaviour”,
the tendency to follow the actions of a larger group, may cause investors to buy or sell
investments due to pressure from others who are doing the same. “Loss aversion”, or the
fear of a potential short-term loss, can cause investors to second-guess a portfolio strategy
and sell a position too soon or hold on to a losing position for too long. Other investors
may “anchor”, becoming fixated on a particular price target even as new information
should adjust that target.
The good news? With a bit of effort, we can learn to control these behaviours. Some of
the best investors have trained themselves to avoid emotional impulses. Others use market
sentiment as a reverse indicator: in the words of renowned investor Sir John Templeton,
“invest at the point of maximum pessimism.”
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We can also integrate different techniques into our investing programs, like regularly
rebalancing portfolios, using managed products to put buy/sell decisions in the hands of
experts, or incorporating systematic saving or investing programs to avoid market timing. Our
proprietary “TD Discovery Tool” can help to identify blind spots in investing decision making.
Most importantly, you should be aware of the influence that human behaviour can have
on investing and plan ahead before it can have an impact. This may include sticking to your
wealth and investment plan during volatile times or avoiding the urge to react to social and
media pressure. And, remember, I am here to help remove the impact of temporary emotions
from investing and support you as you chart the course for longer-term success.

Estate Planning

Planning for Incapacity
It is often difficult to address the realities of aging, particularly as
it relates to our finances. Although many of us are aware that
one day in the future we may be unable to directly manage our
finances, many of us fail to plan ahead — perhaps because it is a
reminder of our own mortality.
Although we are unable to control what happens to our health,
we do have the ability to control how our financial resources will
be used to care for us. Planning ahead can help ensure that future
choices to be made are yours. It can also help to take the burden
off family members.
Carefully Select an “Attorney”
One of the most important aspects of planning for incapacity is
to identify people that you trust to make decisions — not only
financial, but also healthcare — on your behalf. The person(s) you
choose to act on your behalf is called an “attorney”.
Experts suggest selecting an attorney who is trustworthy, diligent
and able to withstand potentially stressful situations and will act
according to your wishes. They should have time available to
represent you and possess some financial management skills. If no
suitable individual is identified, professional institutions/individuals
are available to act in this role. Key family members should be
made aware of your choice, to prepare them and help to avoid
future conflicts.
The careful choice is especially important because once
documentation is signed, there is generally no monitoring
standard to ensure that power is used appropriately. Elder abuse
continues to be a growing problem, and, in most cases, is caused
by a family member.

can automatically act on your behalf. For example, unless financial
accounts are held jointly (in provinces where applicable), spouses/
partners will not generally be given access or be able to make
decisions for you.
Here are some basic documents that can be used within your plan:
Power of Attorney — The name and the exact terms and
conditions vary by province. Generally speaking, these documents
allow the attorney(s) to make financial or healthcare decisions if
you cannot act for yourself.
Living Will/Advanced Directive — In provinces where
applicable, this allows a person to specify medical or lifestyle
decisions in the event of illness or incapacity. This is useful to clearly
indicate one’s wishes and provide guidance to caregivers.
Trusts — Some trusts (e.g., alter ego trusts and joint partner
trusts) may be used as an option for incapacity planning.
Be sure to keep your documents in a safe place where they can be
found by a trusted person.

Formalize Your Plan

Get Advice

Keep in mind that without proper documentation in place your
family may have to apply to the provincial government/courts to
appoint someone to manage your affairs. This can be a lengthy
and costly process. It is incorrect to assume that a spouse/partner

Having a plan in place today can help to provide significant peace
of mind for tomorrow. Always obtain appropriate legal advice. If
you would like assistance in connecting with an estate planning
specialist, please get in touch.

Farewell to the Canada Savings Bond
Canada Savings Bonds (CSBs) have had a long history in the saving
habits of Canadians for generations. Established in 1946, these
bonds, offering a guaranteed interest rate, were issued by the
Canadian government as a successor to War Savings Certificates
and Victory Bonds that helped to finance Canada’s war efforts.
The 2017 federal budget announced that future sales of CSBs,
now in their 71st year, will be discontinued and the program will
be phased out. This is largely because historically low interest
rates and higher yielding investment alternatives to CSBs have
led to a decline in the popularity of the program.
This wasn’t always the case. The CSB developed a strong
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reputation as a low-risk investment vehicle that offered a
competitive interest rate return. An article published by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in 2007 identified the
CSB as the first investment of around two-thirds of Canadian
respondents.1 In the 1980s, it was not uncommon for a CSB to
bear an interest rate in the double digits (given high inflation). In
fact, in 1981, the interest rate on a CSB was 19.5 percent!
As we bid farewell to the CSB, this is a good reminder to
investors that different assets and even entire asset classes can
become less relevant with the changing times.
Source: 1. “An Old Standby Faces New Challenges”, CBC, 10/3/2007.
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Understanding the Taxes You Pay

Capital Gains Taxes
Leading up to this year’s federal budget tabled in late March,
there was much speculation that Canadians would be seeing
increases to the capital gains tax rate. It is widely believed that
there were no changes this year possibly due to Canadian
economic uncertainty. Although Finance Minister Bill Morneau
has indicated that future changes to the capital gains tax
are not ruled out, recently proposed personal income tax
reductions in the U.S. may help to keep the Canadian capital
gains tax rate at current levels.
Capital gains tax is generally paid when investments are sold
for more than their cost. The current capital gains inclusion rate
is 50 percent, which means that only 50 percent of the capital
gain is taxed as regular income. As of April 30, 2017, in all
provinces and territories, the combined top marginal personal
tax rate for capital gains is lower than those for interest income
(taxed as regular income) and eligible Canadian dividends
(which are eligible for a dividend tax credit).
Since the capital gains tax has not changed in almost 17 years,
it may be difficult to remember that it has not always been this
way. Introduced in 1972, in part, to make up for the elimination
of inheritance tax, there have been various changes (see chart).

A History of Capital Gains Tax in Canada
1985 – General
capital gains
exemption
introduced – Up to a
lifetime maximum of
$100,000
1972 – Capital gains
tax introduced;
Inclusion rate set
at 50%

1990 –
Inclusion rate
increased to
75%

1988 –
Inclusion rate
increased to
66.67%

2000 – Inclusion
rate reduced to
66.67% (Feb.) and
then reduced to
50% (Oct.)

1994 –
General
capital gains
exemption
abolished

Source: “A Primer on Capital Gains Taxes in Canada”, CBC, 10/18/2000.

withdrawals are fully taxed as regular income. These capital gains
could end up being taxed at higher rates, depending on your
marginal tax rate at the time of withdrawal, although the taxdeferral opportunity of these plans should not be overlooked.

How to Reduce Capital Gains Tax

Report the Principal Residence Exemption (PRE) — When a
residence is sold by an individual, the capital gain may generally
be eliminated by a claim of the PRE if certain conditions are met.
As of the 2016 taxation year, the sale of a principal residence
must be reported on the individual’s tax return.

Here are some ideas to consider as you structure your
investments to reduce your capital gains tax:

Donate Securities — Donations of publicly-listed securities to
a registered charity are exempt from the capital gains tax.

Be Aware of the Tax Treatment of Registered/NonRegistered Accounts — Tax-Free Savings Accounts are
an excellent way to hold investments as withdrawals of
contributions, income and gains are not subject to tax. For
registered Retirement Savings Plans (RSPs) or registered
Retirement Income Funds (RIFs), keep in mind that any
investment gains will not benefit from capital gains tax rates as

Use the Lifetime Capital Gains Exemption (LCGE) — You
may be able to claim an exemption on a portion of the gain
realized upon the sale of shares of qualified small business
corporations or qualified farming/fishing properties. The LCGE
available to shareholders of qualified small business corporations
is $835,716 in 2017 and $1,000,000 in 2017 for owners of
farming/fishing properties if certain conditions are met.

Happy 150th Birthday, Canada: Remember When?
Do you remember when...
...the cost of a house was only around $24,000?
...the price of gas was only 9 cents a litre?
...the cost of a litre of milk was only 25 cents?

It may be hard to believe, but this was the situation just 50
years ago when Canada turned 100 years old. Since that time,
we have come a long way. We are living longer and healthier lives.
The average Canadian life expectancy has increased by an average
of 10 years, from 72 years to 82 years, and GDP per capita has
risen from US$3,200 to US$46,200. The chart shows how other
things have changed in only 50 years.
What will the next 50 years bring? Happy 150th Birthday, Canada!
Source: Canada Fact Book 1967, www66.statcan.gc.ca/eng/acyb_c1967-eng.asp
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Back in 1967

Today in 2017

Population

20.4 million

35.2 million

Life Expectancy

72 years

82 years

GDP Per Capita

$3,200 USD

$46,200 USD

Interest Rates

5.64% (10+ Yrs.)

2.24% (10+ Yrs.)

Top Marginal Tax Rate

80% (CAN/$400K+)

54% (N.S./$200K+)

S&P/TSX (TSE) Composite

843.44 (1/31/67)

15,385.96 (1/31/17)

Avg. Home Price (Toronto)

$24,000

$1,336,000 (Jan.)

Minimum Wage

$1.25/hour

$10.65 to $13.60

Price of Gas

9 cents/litre

$1.05/litre

Cost of Milk

$0.25/litre

$2.47/litre
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A Recap: Federal Budget 2017
On March 22, 2017, Finance Minister Bill Morneau delivered
the second budget of the federal Liberal government. There
were no significant tax changes, likely, in part, due to the
uncertainty surrounding the Trump administration’s plan
for taxation and trade in the U.S. and its potential effect
on Canada. As such, Canadians will not see increases to
personal or corporate tax rates. Similar to last year’s budget,
the government continues to reduce the tax benefits that it
believes unfairly favour wealthy Canadians.
Here are some key changes:
Business Tax Changes
Tax-Planning Using Private Corporations — There will be
a review of the use of tax-planning strategies involving private
corporations that may be seen as gaining unfair tax advantages,
such as income sprinkling, holding a passive investment portfolio
and converting regular income into capital gains.
Billed-Basis Accounting — Taxpayers in certain professions,
such as accountants, dentists, lawyers and medical doctors,
have been allowed to exclude the value of unbilled work in
progress, deferring tax as associated costs could be expensed
without requiring the inclusion of related income. For taxation
years that commence on or after March 21, 2017, this is
proposed to be eliminated, subject to a transitional period.
Associated Corporations — Certain tax preferences related
to owning multiple corporations are proposed to be eliminated.
The budget proposed a new factual control test to be used
to determine whether two or more Canadian-controlled
private corporations are “associated corporations”. Associated
corporations are restricted in their access to certain corporate
tax advantages, such as the small business deduction. This
legislative amendment is intended to clarify that the factual
control test applicable as of March 22, 2017 is not limited in
the manner determined by a recent court decision.
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Switch Fund Corporations — The 2016 federal budget
eliminated the ability for a shareholder in a switch fund
corporation to exchange shares from one class to another on a
tax-deferred basis. The mutual fund merger rules are extended
to allow for the reorganization of a switch fund corporation
into multiple mutual fund trusts on a tax-deferred basis.
Personal Tax Changes
Anti-Avoidance Rules for Registered Plans — Current antiavoidance rules that apply to the Tax-Free Savings Account,
registered Retirement Savings Plan and registered Retirement
Income Fund are proposed to be extended to the Registered
Education Savings Plan and Registered Disability Savings Plan
for transactions/investments acquired after March 22, 2017.
Caregiver Tax Credit — The existing caregiver tax credit,
infirm dependant credit and family caregiver tax credit are
proposed to be consolidated, beginning for the 2017 taxation
year. Caregivers will not be required to live with the dependent
to claim the new credit. The credit will no longer apply to noninfirm seniors who reside with adult children.
Tuition Tax Credit — Eligibility criteria are to be extended
to tuition paid to a post-secondary institution in Canada for
occupational skills courses that are not at post-secondary levels.
Mineral Exploration Tax Credit — The 15 percent mineral
exploration tax credit is proposed to be extended to flowthrough share agreements entered into on or before March
31, 2018.
Public Transit Tax Credit — Eliminated, as of July 1, 2017.
Home Relocation Loan Deduction — Eliminated, as of 2018.
Alcohol Taxation — Excise duty rates on alcohol products have
increased by two percent, effective March 23, 2017.
For more information, please visit: budget.gc.ca.
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